
 
 

 

USE INSTRUCTIONS 

(α) Non Sterile Prosthetic Components 

  

where α= FLY LINE, BUTTERFLY LINE, ZITAN LINE, SMILE LINE, PEARL LINE, DIAMOND LINE, 
OPAL LINE, CRYSTAL LINE, YALOS LINE, CARE LINE, WORLD LINE, SUN LINE, MOON LINE, 
LIFE LINE, WELL LINE, FAIR LINE, KING LINE, PRINCE LINE, MARK LINE 

    

The non-sterile prosthetic components have been designed to be used for prosthetic equipment system ZivEco.  

For a full detail of the components, see the catalog of the manufacturer. 

1111----    The non-sterile prosthetic components consist in: 

A ) Castable abutment 

B ) Clinched stump seed 

C ) Transfer 

D ) Similar or replication implant 

E ) Instrumentation in general, except drills belonging to the rotary instruments. 

2 2 2 2 ----The packages are supplied sealed and integer; in case of damage to the packaging it’s necessary to contact 

the seller or manufacturer for replacement. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONSOPERATING INSTRUCTIONSOPERATING INSTRUCTIONSOPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

Warning: This product has been designed and built exclusively for the previded conditions, any other use is 

considered improper and therefore dangerous. 

The manufacturer cannot be held responsible for any damage caused by improper, erroneous and 

unreasonable; the product should be handled and used only by qualified staff, surgeons and dentists. In the 

case of defective products the manufacturer is exclusively responsible for the replacement of the same. 

GENERALGENERALGENERALGENERAL    

The twist of the prosthetical part must be conducted using the appropriate tool. 

We recommend using the dynamometer ratchet exclusively for the final assembly of the prosthesis, not during 

the tests to avoid damages or breaks of the screws of the components. Use manual brucoles and always make 

sure the component and any accompanying screws are connected properly to prevent movement of lever, that 

increases the risk of fracture. 

The reuse of products marked as single use can cause contamination of the product, infection to the patient 

and/or  function of the device other than as provided. 

 

 


